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Settings:
Record Page 1:

Note: When playing back your clips, you can only view the clips for the mode you are in. If you record some clips in
4K DCI and others in Ultra HD, you can only see the 4K DCI clips while you are in 4K DCI mode and you will only
be able to see Ultra HD clips while in Ultra HD mode. Same thing applies if you are switching back and forth
between ProRes and Blackmagic RAW.

Blackmagic RAW:
This is Blackmagic’s unique codec. It is visually lossless: footage will get compressed into
smaller data that will later decode into an image that is identical to the uncompressed data.
Blackmagic Raw offers two codec options:
Constant Bitrate:
-file sizes remain predictable and manageable
-media won’t surpass selected data rate
-you might risk the quality of your image if your image includes a lot of small, intricate details.
Constant Quality:
-no upper data limit
-may have unpredictably large file sizes
Deciding how to shoot ultimately comes down to what you’re filming. Visual effects (VFX)
plates and scenes with bustling information should be shot at Constant Quality, while elements
that maintain similar image values throughout the entire scene can be shot at a Constant Bitrate.

Record Page 2:
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On this page you can edit the dynamic range options, the FPS, and preferred SD card for
recording.
Dynamic Range:

Record Page 3:

Detail Sharpening:
-Sharpens image while filming.
-Only works with ProRes
-We recommend leaving this turned off if you plan on doing post production editing because it
leaves you the freedom to determine the level of sharpening. Once you sharpen in camera, you
can not go back.
Record LUT to clip: This “bakes in” the LUT to your footage when turned on.
Apply LUT in file: the clip will open in DaVinci Resolve with the LUT already applied.

Monitor Page 1:
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You can edit the LCD monitor settings or the HDMI monitor settings (if you have your camera hooked up
to an external monitor) separately or you can click “Both” to edit them together. Settings that affect both
include: Frame Guides, Guide Opacity, Focus Assist, and Focus Assist Level.
Adjust status text, overlays and other monitoring options for the LCD touchscreen and the HDMI output.
More in-depth explanations of each of these settings can be found in the “LCD Monitor Options” section
of this guide.

Monitor Page 2:

Status Text Toggle: hides status texts and meters on the LCD touchscreen, leaving only the necessary
information to compose the shot.
LCD Display: Instead of a histogram and audio meters, your camera can display codec and resolution
information at the left and right bottom edges of the LCD touchscreen.
HDMI Display: You can choose display settings specifically for the cinematography or director. If you
choose “director” it will display: FPS, cam index, cam operator, duration, reel, scene, take, dynamic
range, and time code.

Audio Page 1:
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Use the ‘channel 1 source’ and ‘channel 2 source’ buttons to select your audio source for each audio
channel.

Channel Level: The level meters help you set the correct audio level.
Channel Gain: Use these sliders to adjust the recording levels of your chosen channel 1 and 2 sources.

Audio Page 2:

This is where you can edit headphone volume (if you have headphones plugged in) and speaker volume.

XLR Phantom Power: Your camera’s XLR input can provide 48V phantom power so you can use
microphones that aren’t self powered. When your camera is set to ‘XLR’ audio input, simply tap the
‘phantom power’ switch icon to enable phantom power.

Setup Page 1:
This is where you can edit date, time, and language. You can also edit the settings for image stabilization,
timecode drop frame, and shutter measurement.

Setup Page 2:
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Set Customizable Function Keys: These customizable function buttons can be set as a toggle for a

specific setting or as a preset value for a specific setting in the set-up tab on page 2.
Step one: Choose which of the three keys you would like to edit.
Step two: Choose whether you would like it to act as a preset or a toggle. When you choose the preset
option, pressing the button will recall a combination of setting and parameter of your choosing. When you
choose the toggle option, pressing the button will toggle a particular setting on and off.
Step three: [IF YOU CHOOSE PRESET] Choose which setting item you would like the key to stand for
(FPS, Iris, White Balance, ISO, and Shutter Speed.) [If you choose TOGGLE then this step is irrelevant].
Step four: Set your parameters. The parameter options will look different depending on whether or not
you chose preset or toggle.

Setup Page 3:
Here you can turn on and off the Tally Light LED, edit LED brightness (screen brightness), locate the
Hardware ID and current software, and manipulate playback settings.

Setup Page 4:
This is where you’ll find the bluetooth settings. You can pair the camera with an iPad here if you plan on
using the Camera Control App.

Preset Pages:
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This camera can store up to 12 settings and you can save your specific settings in this tab. You can also
import presets from a USB-C flash disk, C-Fast card, or SD card. On the flipside, you can also export
presets by clicking the “manage” icon and then “export selected preset”. This is useful when multiple
groups are using the same camera or you are shooting in multiple specific locations.
Here is what each of the symbols at the bottom of this page stand for:

LUTS Pages:
The ‘LUTS’ menu lets you import, export and apply 3D LUTs to your camera’s outputs. LUTs work by
telling your camera what color and luminance output to show for a particular color and luminance input.
The camera does not apply, or ‘bake in,’ LUTs by default to recorded footage, however you can choose to
‘bake in’ the LUT to your footage in the Record Settings pages.
Here is what each of the symbols at the bottom of this page stand for:

You can import LUTs by clicking “Manage” and selecting “Import LUT”. You can import LUTs from a
USB-C flash disk, CFast or SD card.

3D LUTs: You can create 3D LUTs using DaVinci Resolve or any other color correction software. This
camera supports 33 point 3D LUTs in .cube format created in DaVinci Resolve and 17 point 3D LUTs
converted to Resolve .cube format via LUT conversion programs.
Built-In LUTs: allow you to preview different looks when shooting in ‘film’ dynamic range or
Blackmagic RAW.
Here is a description of each built-in LUT:
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LCD Monitor Options:
You can hide the menu on the LCD monitor by swiping up or down. You can do the same to bring it
back.
Tap the ‘monitor’ icon at the top left of the touchscreen to access the LCD monitor settings. These
settings let you toggle and adjust the appearance of your Pocket camera’s monitoring features, including
zebra, focus assist, frame guides, grids, safe area guides and false color. When accessing LCD monitor
options, the controls for these features appear in a tabbed menu along the bottom edge of the LCD
touchscreen.
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^This shows you what each of the icons on the LCD Touchscreen represent.
When you select on one of the six icons, there will be an on/off toggle. This just determines whether or
not that option is being displayed on your screen.

Zebra:
The ‘zebra’ setting toggles the appearance of zebra on the LCD touchscreen, as well as setting the zebra
level for the HDMI output. Zebra displays diagonal lines over areas of your image that exceed a set
exposure level. For example, setting zebra to 100% shows which areas are completely overexposed. This
is useful for achieving optimum exposure in fixed lighting conditions.
When you edit the percentage of the zebra, you are not affecting the quality or exposure of your image.
The Zebra lines that appear on your screen will not be a part of your final image, they are just a tool to
assist you with exposure.

Peaking a.k.a. Focus Assist:
To set the level of focus assistance for the HDMI output on your camera, tap the ‘low,’ ‘medium’ or
‘high’ titles along the bottom of the touchscreen. The optimum level of focus assistance varies shot by
shot. When focusing on actors, for example, a higher level of focus assistance can help resolve edge detail
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in faces. A shot of foliage or brickwork, on the other hand, may show distracting amounts of focus
information at higher settings.
Note: Focus Assist is not the same as auto focus. Focus assist does not focus the camera for you. It
merely helps make clear what is in focus.

Frame Guides:
Frame guides include aspect ratios for various cinema, television and online standards. You can choose
one of the default aspect ratios or you can input your own.

Here are the default aspect ratios available:
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Grids:
Grids and crosshair are overlays that can help with image composition. When ‘grids’ are enabled, the
LCD shows a rule of thirds grid, horizon, crosshair or dot.

Thirds: a grid with two vertical and two horizontal lines. Useful for maintaining framing consistency.
Horizon: indicates when your camera is rolled left or right and tilted up or down. This can be helpful to
keep you level, particularly during handheld shots.
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Crosshair: The ‘crosshair’ setting places a crosshair in the center of the frame. Like thirds, the crosshair
is a very useful compositional tool, making it easy to frame the subject of a shot in the very center of a
frame. This is sometimes used when filming scenes that will be assembled using very fast cuts. Keeping
viewers’ eyes focused on the center of a frame can make rapid editing easier to follow.
Dot: places a dot centerframe. A less distracting overlay.

Safe Area Guides:
Ensures that your framing works regardless of what might happen to it during broadcast. By keeping the
most important parts of your shot inside a central ‘safe area,’ you can avoid cropping on some televisions,
as well as leaving space for a broadcaster to add bugs, news tickers and other overlays along the edges of
the screen.

False Color:
False color overlays different colors onto your image that represent exposure values for different elements
in your image. For example, pink represents optimum exposure for lighter skin tones, while green is a
good match to darker skin tones. By monitoring the pink or green false color when recording people, you
can maintain consistent exposure for their skin tones. Similarly, when elements in your image change
from yellow to red, that means they are now over exposed.
Here is a false color chart:

Here is a picture of what false color looks like in practice:
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Internal Slate:
By swiping left or right on the LCD touchscreen, you will reach the Internal Slate. The Blackmagic
camera is unique in its ability to store slate information as metadata.
The slate is divided into ‘clip’ and ‘project’ tabs. The ‘clip’ tab contains information that may vary clip by
clip, while ‘project’ is where you enter details common between clips, such as the project name, director,
and camera and operator ID.
This is what the ‘clip’ tab should look like:

If you select the pencil icon in the box labelled LENS DATA, this is what will appear:

These settings display information about the current lens fitted to your camera. Many electronic lenses
automatically supply information such as the lens model, aperture and focal length. If you are using a lens
that does not provide this information, or you want to enter additional data, you can tap the pencil icon in
this setting to enter the information manually.
This is what the ‘project’ tab should look like:
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Once again, clicking the pencil icon will allow you to edit information.
Metadata entered into the slate is viewable on the HDMI output (external monitor) when ‘display status
text for’ is set to ‘director’ on the ‘monitor’ tab. (See the ‘monitor settings section in this guide.)

Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera User
Manual:
Part of what makes the Blackmagic Camera so special is its ability for intense personalization. However,
with this ability for personalization comes a lot of options. You are not using this camera to its fullest
extent if you are not aware of all the possibilities available to you. This guide is more in-depth than the
workshop currently offered by SCTV. There is still a lot more to know about this camera!
If there is anything that was not covered in this guide, or not covered fully enough, the Blackmagic
Pocket Cinema Camera User Manual is extremely detailed. Any questions not answered here will most
likely be found in the user manual.
Here is a link to the user manual if you are interested in doing further investigations:
https://documents.blackmagicdesign.com/UserManuals/BlackmagicPocketCinemaCamera4KManual.pdf

Glossary:
Auto Aperture Control: automatically sets an average exposure based on the highlights and shadows in your shot.
Camera Control App: If you are willing to pay a little bit of money, you can download the camera control app and
edit the Blackmagic settings from a separate device.
Customizable Function Key: Sets preset values for ISO, shutter speed, etc. or sets a toggle for a specific setting.
Detail Sharpening: Sharpens image while filming. Intended for live studio production where there is not time for
post production.
Dynamic range: the ratio between the largest and smallest values that a certain quantity can assume. In film and
photography, it is the difference between the darkest and lightest tones in an image, or the lowest and highest values
of density and luminance.
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Focus Assist: This is a display setting (Which means it does not show up in your final image) which highlights
which areas of your image are in focus. The camera has two focus assist modes “Peak” and “Color mode”.
FPS: Frames per second.
ISO: Digitally affects the brightness of our image. Higher ISO creates a brighter image, lower ISO creates a darker
image.
LUT: a preset that transforms color input values to your desired color output values. There are 1D Luts and 3D Luts.
3D Luts allow for a more complicated grade than a 1D Lut. (A 3D LUT places color and luma in a 3D space (often
referred to as a cube) that’s much more representative of how color works in the real world. A 3D LUT is much
more useful for capturing and relaying complex color grades than a 1D LUT.)
Metadata: is information saved inside your clip, such as take numbers, camera settings and other identifying details.
This is extremely useful when sorting and processing footage in post production.
Shutter Speed: the time for which a shutter is open at a given setting.
Tally Light LED Indicates the recording status of the camera.
White Balance: It defines what the color white looks like in specific lighting conditions, which also affects the hue
of all other colors.
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